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The decision to close Pine Acres Home was made on October 4, 2022 owing to various issues, notably 
staffing shortages that were made more acute by mandatory COVID-19 vaccinations.  

In addition, most of the building structure, systems, and equipment were beyond their useful life.  
Estimates to bring the facility to a modern standard exceeded $8M. 

WFN provided notice to all Pine Acres Home employees setting out their entitlements on termination.  Job 
fairs were held to assist employees in obtaining alternative employment.  The vast majority of employees 
received reasonable job offers and secured employment while still working at Pine Acres Home or 
immediately following its closure.   

All Pine Acres employees received a 3-week continuance of pay as well as a 30-day extension to their 
health and dental benefits. 

To date, WFN has paid out approximately $440k in severance to Pine Acres Home permanent unionized 
staff, represented by the British Columbia General Employees Union (BCGEU).  An additional portion of 
their severance remains unresolved/unpaid owing to WFN’s appeal of the arbitration decision.  

In addition to the termination provision of the CBA, which provided permanent union staff with 28 days’ 
notice plus 8 weeks under the BC Employment Standards Act, WFN paid a gratuitous 4-week lump sum 
amount to thank staff for their years of service. 

BCGEU insisted on the more lucrative “layoff” provision rather than the “severance” provision in the 
Collective Bargaining Agreement (CBA).  The layoff provision contemplated a temporary layoff with an 
expected recall to work, while the severance provision contemplated a final termination.  Clearly, the 
closure of Pine Acres resulted in the termination and not the layoff of its employees. 

BCGEU insisted on the more lucrative “layoff” provision, unilaterally shut down negotiations, declined 
mediation, and forced WFN into arbitration. 

The arbitrator recently ruled in favour of BCGEU, that the “layoff” provision applies. 

WFN Chief and Council Statement  

“We took responsible measures to care for Pine Acres residents, staff, and WFN Membership and 
communicated throughout.”  

“Pine Acres was one of the only long-term care centers in Canada that did not have a single case of COVID-
19 amongst its residents.  Several Pine Acres staff contracted COVID, however, our diligent internal 
protocols prevented transmission to residents.” 

Pine Acres –like all healthcare providers—was already suffering from a shortage of workers.  Many Pine 
Acres staff refused to comply with the Provincial COVID-19 vaccination mandate and were, therefore, no 
longer eligible to work at the home.  Remaining staff were working extra shifts to ensure quality care to 
residents and to maintain licensing requirements.  This led to increased staff burnout, departures, and 
increased overtime costs. The situation was simply not sustainable. 



Partnering with Interior Health, who prioritized Pine Acres resident’s placement, our last resident was 
moved to their new care home on December 23, 2021.  On December 29, pipes burst. In subsequent days 
an additional pipe burst and the roof failed due to heavy snow, causing significant damage.  If there had 
still been residents at Pine Acres when this happened, we would have had to evacuate them on an 
emergency basis during the Christmas holidays.  This incident removed any doubt about the need to close 
the facility.” 

Regarding WFN Membership…  

“Council held meetings and sent out multiple communications and updates to Membership on 
this matter.” 

“Of the 63 long-term care beds, only 6% were occupied by WFN Members / 94% were occupied 
by non-WFN Members residents. The staff at staff at Pine Acres was composed of only 9% WFN 
Members/91% non-Members.”  

“As at March 31, 2021, Pine Acres had accumulated a deficit of $1.1M trying to keep its doors 
open.  This deficit was increasing monthly and was paid for by WFN Membership.” 

“WFN treated all Pine Acres employees with respect and negotiated with BCGEU in good faith.”  

 “BCGEU insisted on the layoff provision because it was more money.  When WFN indicated that the 
severance provision was more appropriate, BCGEU unilaterally shut down negotiations, declined 
mediation, and forced WFN into arbitration.   

When WFN exercised its right to seek an appeal at the BC Labour Relations Board, BCGEU’s former shop 
steward, made calls to WFN’s elected Council and attempted to leverage WFN’s Constitution to influence 
the outcome.” 

“WFN is simply seeking a fair hearing and outcome that reflects the facts and respects our Members.”    
 


